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fr We are hereby submitting our 'best and final" proposal to provide services for the U.S.
Nucicar Regulatory Commission's Supervisory, Maaagerial and Organizational Development
prrgram. This submission is in accordance with instructions received in our 'best and final"
(onference on August 21,1990 (plus telephonic and written correspondence).

Our format follows that pres:nb:d at the conference, answering each question on the list
of 15 which were attached to NRC's August 20th notification to RDI ' For each quesdon we-

have written a specific narrative response or provided an information table to adore.ss each
concern. For cost questions (#8 15) we have also submitted an entire revised contract pricing
proposal cover sheet (OMB for 3@M: 16), section B - supplies or Services and Price / Costs (SF
36), and RDJ's detailed breakdowe sheets for each deliverable.
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L QUESTION 1

Concerning RDl's Quahfications
in liutnan Factors Subjects
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1. "Please describe the qualifications of your employee (s) to design and teach-

courses in human factors subjects.

Due to our long assxhtion with the NRC, RDI is familiar with the evolution of the agency's ,

human factors prog am. We have trained various personnel from units wit'h human' factors
research responsibili p We know there has been on going effort to understand those supervisory
and managerial pro:ses which contribute to safe operation of a nuclear power plant, as well
as those processes whkh detract from safe operation. One of the primary agents of this activity
has been the Divisict of Human Factors Safety in NRR which was established in 1980. Other
activities, such as t'cse of the Reliability and Human Factors Brar>ch of RES, have been
functioning since the April,1987, NRC reorganization.

.

The agency _has deve:cped a model which presents a picture of the human dynamics within a
nuclear plant. This ::# car organization and management analysis mcdel (NOMAM) provides
a framework for ederstanding interactive and behavioral factors as well as functional
relationships betwee. p: ant units. One of the theoretical underpinnings of NOMAM is Henry
Mintzberg's concep: of the " safety bureaucracy." The program has striven to understand forces
which innuence safe c& rations in order to develop ways to strengthen safety systems, RDI
would draw on these c urces in the design and conduct of training in human factors subjects.

.'One of our xey sta'r for this contract, William King, has worked as a research scientist at
URF/ Matrix Corpon: ion. As such, he was part of a project team deseloping new methods of.

'

training and testing :ombat infantrymen and armor crewmen for the military. Human factors.

research was pararv.at in this effort. The project was called SCOPES (Squad Combat
Operational- Exercise. Simulated), and was the forerunner of the MILES system (Multiple

.
Integrated Laser Exer 6e, Simulated) currently used by the US Armed Forces. The project's

| purpose was to deveicp realistic methods of training and testing indisidual and organizational
l~ skills required for e effective combat force. Units opposed each cv.her in free-play combat

exercises employing simulated weapons fire. Much of the research effort went into devising
simulation techniques that matched the effects and signatures of various weapons. A major task

J_ was to create scoring p ocedures that accurately reflected the exigencies of combat and that could
be implemented wit'cet compromising realism. Human factors were the major determinant in

'

: all these efforts.
'

'

| RDi's experience with the United States Department of Agriculture's " Peanut Buying Point

| '. - Automation Project' provided valuable experience in human factors analysis. This training
prograni served two pcrposes: that of preparing participants to function in their roles, and that
of providing a Snal 5e:,d test for the system it demanded that trainers closely observe, analyze,

.

and record particign:s' responses to features of the system Based on trainers' feedback,<

! programmers changed or added features, de-bugged the w.em, and modified hardware
'

conngurations, in some cases, trainers had to devise specine tests, working in close
collaboration with prticipants_ who had experience in the field. Trainers - also' made
recomniendations for changes in government policiemd SOPS based oc participants' responses.q

!
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- As described elsewhere lh our origi .a! proposal, RDI will use the ISD approach to designing new- s-:,

courses, which might include a taoday program entitled, "liuman Performance in Power
Plants " This is similar to the app as:h we used most recently in the agency when we designed d

: the " Gathering Inspection Informadec' course.

Our in depth experience with NRC pe:wnnel and issues, our familiarity with the agency's human
factors programs, our experience sit course design including data gathering and analysis, Mr.
King's experience in human factors research, and RDi's human factors experience on the USDA
project will all provide RDI with the ruessary background and know how to effectively develop
courses on human factors subjects.
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QUESTION 2,
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\, Concerning RDI Staff lime
'

on Other Projects
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7 2.- " Proposal describes delineation of functions and time to be devoted to 1

-the project; however, it is not known what percentage of employees' I'

time-is alrea'jy committed to other projects." |

It is our understanding that the intent of this question is to ensure tha' RDI staff will be available - !

as needed to perform on this contract, Our response is in two pe.ts. In this section we will
answer the question as it pertains to delivery and revision of currem courses and to delivery of 1

'

- organizational development services, in a later section of this propo al, where we answer NRC's
question #7, we will specifically deal with assignments for new cturse design, ,
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WorUoad Distribution Table
=._

''

Name Average NRC Billa%s Average Total Days Average s:o-Dillables
,

Per Month Other Billable /Mone (Used fu :ceporate admin; |
Billables marketier. A additional i

peak load assi
cammenuam gnments)'ur-wseassamuranasamassamasanerww-=~--manazuman --amens

N. M aru, 2.5 days (approx noctuy av) 7.5 days 10 days NRC Prtps: Management
= 4 days

Davd on 28 days xt war.
(a) SilR = 3 x 7 days plus
(b) Appraising Perf = 2 x 3 6 days <

days
)

D. Spears . 2.5 days (approx montuy av) 9.5 days 17 days 8 days

Rawd on 2i Janfer war- j
(a) Conflict Res = 2 x 4.5 '

days

(b) Small Op Dyn = 2 s 4.5
days

(c) Wk Tm Coord = 2 x 4,5
days

_.

1

Karen Gaskins 2 days (appror monthly 8 days 10 days - 10 days |Jones averaga)
)

. 1.

Dayd on 22.5_ day 1 ret vear: |

(a) PreSOP = 1 x 3 days
(b) Time Mgt = 1 x 3 days
(c) Plan / Cope = 12 3 days !

(d) Com for insp = 314.5
days

William King 2.5 days (appros nontBy av) 6.5 days 9 days 1I days

Bent on 27 days NC.,Ler
(a) Int Skills = 2 x 4_.5 days

-(b) Mee<ings = 2 x 4.5 days
-(c) Ga'h lufo = 2 x 4.5 days

Sephena Jo dan 3.5 days (approx nonthly av) 7 days - 10.5 9.5 days

DimLon 39.5 days per yean
-(a) Managing Change = 2 x 3 '

days

(b) Perfortnance Mgt = 2 x 3
..

dtys
(c) Stress Mgt = 1 x 3 days
(d) Selection Int = 1 x 4.5

days-
(e) OD = 2 x 10 dap-

Robert Maddox . .I day (approx monthly N/A N/A N/A
average)

.-

t
"

Davd on 13.5 ConsultbrQa 32.

p w, Mgt Wkshp =' 3 x 4.5 days,
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QUESTION 3

Concerning Custorn OD Experience
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3. "Please explain your experience in customizing prograrns in the organizational
-( .

development area."
' !

RDI is offering a highly experienced staff of organizational development consultants to the NRC.
The primary OD consultant will be Sephena Jordan. Should the demand for organizational
development senices exceed the limit of Ms. Jordan's capabilities, Nicholas Mann, Donald.

Spears, and Casey Mann will all be available as backups.

Ms. Jor6n has more than ten years experience providing organizational development services
at a prokssional level. This experience was gained in internal positions with Tennessee Valley
Authority and the U.S. Department of Energy, and continues through her current external
consulting practice (see resume in OP section 1.2.1). Two case studies are presented here as
evidence of this experienta.

Casc_One

Work with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency spanned the period of October,1989
through April,19'X) witn approximately three days per month orrsite.

Ms. Jordan was asked to work with two branches to help improve their mutually dependent work
'

efforts end communication processes, and to encourage development of a team-like atmosphere.

Each branch .was responsibie for different, yet vital aspects of the c al superfund clean up -

e
project. Although they were located in two separate divisicns and in different buildings, they
needed to work together in order to successfully accomplish their hazardous waste clean up !

miss'.on.

Entry was through exploratory inteniews with both branch chiefs. Through direct contact with
the consultant they were able to personally assess her competence, neutrality and objectivity and
to' develop a working rapport. %ii heir approval of a forma! contract, work was initiated.'

' Subsequently, both these branci chins were viewed as clients, distinct from one another. Both-
were established as points of ;ontact for communication, progress reports, planning,
recommendations, and feedback.

The next step involved conducting face-to-face interviews with section chiefs and approximately
15 percent of the non-managerial personnel in each branch. The purpose of the interviews was
to identify areas of concern as well as the staff members' perceptions of current inter branch ,

-

relations. Each inteniew lasted one and one-half hours and focused on how the work was
currently being done, potential areas for improvement, things that were working well, and
criteria for successful interventions.

'
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LUpon completing the interviews, th onsultant summarized the data and disce:w . it with the two
'

,.

branch chiefs. At this meeting, s% also recommended a strategy for the first gn up meeting and
subsequent steps.

.

'Part of this strategy included: a) Feeding the data summary back to other Oranch members
expeditiously; b) Separating the managerial and non managerial branch members for the sake of
processing the issues identified ir, the interviews.

The rationale for this managerifrion-managerial division came from the apparent friction,
verbalized difficulties in interactir.g. and a lack of trust at the managerial levels (branch chiefs

and section chiefs). There was a'so some concern over the fact that each branch had different
goals and over whether this acttally impeded efforts to work interdependently. At the non-
managerial level, the data suggesed different types of issues - basically a lack of information
from the managers and unclear performance expectations.

Before proceeding too far, the nunagers expressed their desire to "get their acts tcyether first
and so that they could appear to be singing from the same sheet of music." ney wanted to
accomplish this before bringing the rest of their bmnches too far into the process. De exception -
was that the data summary would N shared with the other branch members, by the branch chiefs
-<with consultant guidance, durir.g separate branch meetings.

| Next, group activities were imtiated so that managers from both branches could rank, analyze
| and solve problems which were ider.dfied during data gathering. The consultant added team

? tilding and communication skili drius into these activities, in order to bring about increased
n 9anizational health. The LIFO Communication Orientation inventory was wd during the first

eting ;o provide a 1o0 for reccgrning and improving individual communication tendencies1p r

l

' and preferences. Other small groep exercises demonstrating the importance of percep: ion, trust, '

conflict resolution, collaborative pWem solving and group decision making were employed over
this six' month period.

L
Staff members who had not yet beer. involved were then brought into the proce:s. Quarterly
scheduling and problem anticipation meetirtgs were initiated.with the non manageria] members
from each staff. Branch chiefs and section chiefs met and planned the agenda for the firsty

quarterly meeting uth the consuhant guidance.

During this bi, meeting, the branch chiefs and section chiefs shared their learnings and actions,
solicited input on what others considered to be important issues, and identified goals for the next

- six months. By this time, the fotowing processes had already been initiated: a) branch chiefs|

L
were meeting weekly; b) branch chiefs and section chiefs met every other Tuesday to continue_

working on their interaction; c) qtarterly meetings continued with non managerial staff; and d)
joint policy and procedure statemenu and memoranda, with signatures of both branch chiefs, had;

'

been put out. ,

=
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p= De branch chiefs and the division directors have serbalized their satisfaction with the improved
ir.eraction between these two groups. The atax> sphere appears to be more open, candid and
predxtive. There even seems to be a modicun. of risk taking and the development of trust '

acong staf' members.

,

,

CueTwo

D.is was an organization wide OD cffort for the U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge
0;ierations Office. This multi-faceted effort sparzed eighteen months and began with a request

~ from the Operations' Office Manager to help ' change the culture." In his opinion, the
oganization had ceased to produce and was basiatlly living on past laurels. There was concern
wth the lack of momentum in business operations w'.ich was resulting in increasing scrutiny by
DOE, EPA and other regulatory agencies.

The Operations Office Manager had been brought in to " clean up the image" and make the,

- oyanization productive again. Ms. Jordan's intenection was initiated approximately two years
in o his tenure. There was a tremendous amoan; of caution initially from the Operations
Manager, lie warned that both he and the consultant would continue to face resistance and some
hostility, due to being viewed as " outsiders."

g TM elements of this assignment included:

1) . The development of an-intemal facilitatcc program that would gb . the ofSce
capability to improve communication, buCd eamwork, and resolu conflicts.

2) The design, development and implementafot of selection and training processes
for these internal facilitator.

3) On-going facilitation ano consultation wit the Operations Manager and other-
DOE managers,

e

'4) - Th: making of additionil recommendations for organizational improvement.

The primary client was the Operations Manapr of this 600-employee operation. These-

cirployees were located in three geographic regims (Ohio, I.ouisiana and Tennessee)._

As the assignment began, the consultant researched the organization's history, purpose and mode
of operation, while interviewing 26 percent of the employee population (both managerial and ;

-noc managerial). The summary of the organizaticca! assessment interview data was shared with !
the Operation's Manager and his deputy.

1
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( At th: suggestion of employees throughout the organization, five people were selected and trained:

ta fonctim as a facilitator selection panel. These panelists' involvement included developing the _

'

criteria for facilitator behaviors, agreeing on the facilitator seicetion interview questions,.

developing the " paper screening" part of the process, as wtB as observing interpersonal
. facilitation okills during the final selection interviews. This peel also gave feedback to the
individual applicants and to the consultant regarding their observa: ions and recommendations.
This process was lauded throughout the office because it was wet as " fairly and objectively
selecting * the facili:ator group.

The consultant next male recommendations about the deployment of the facilitator, who were
allowed to spend no more than ten percent of their time on facilitator duties These were in
addition to their full-time DOE jobs in various areas throughout the organization.

Facilitator training was syread over a four-month period, with two to three days in class per
month, and practice Ltivities between the classroom sessions. During the fifth month, the
consultant begar 'o work with each of them during their first act'al assignments. She gradually
increased their share of the load until they began to function conf.dently as facilitator. This
turned out _to be a cohesive, supportive grcup of " quick studie" C:u were ready within fificen
months. - .

Throughout this total process, the cc.nsulM' .idvisd the Operations Manager and his deputy on
highly sensitive issues, team building an6 phnning efforts with DOF and with DOE contractors.

-(
.The following recommendations were actually implemented prior to disengagement: a) the
organization was restructured; b) monthly employee question and answer meetings were held with -
the deputy manager; c) the employee suggestion program was re vamped and re-activated; d)
team building efforts were initiated in various parts of the organization; c) the performance
appraisal process was reviewed and revised; f) employee orientaton sessions were initiated; and
g) additional training needs were identified.

This organization is, to. this day,~ continuing many of these prceesses, The internal facilitator*

group remains the pivotal part of the continuing _OD program at thc Oak Ridge Operations
_

' Office Also, a managerial training program has been implemmted to respond to the training i

needs previously identified

Es
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QUFSTION 4

Ccneerning Handling Diverse
Participant Gr.mps
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w._ "How would the firm design and instruct courses in order to accommodate the3
highly diverse backgrounds (Grade level and technical level) of NRC employees ' -

RDI has handled diverse NRC groups' for up to ten years. We have seen diversity increase it
the agency, and have xen increasing attention being placed on diversity Courses in which w -
tave handled diverse groups include "Supcrvising Human Resources," " leading NRC Wod
Teams," and " Gathering Inspection Informatioe Through Interviews."

- Much of the training conducted by RDI involves working with diverse groups. In working with
such organizations as the Peace Corps, the Depanment of Agriculture, the U.S. Immigration and

INnuralization Service, the Agency for Intemational Development, the Smithsonian Institution.
: ed Howard University, highly diverse groups have been the norm rather than the ew.ption.
b addition, we have been notified (on August 31,1990) that we are a finalist in a competitive-
Nd process with Old Dominion University, to te the vendor for designing diversity training fo-
L'niversity faculty,

b the Peace Corps " CREST" training, groups ranged in age from early twentics to mid-sixties.
Their backgrounds ranged from highly technical professional to blue collar to rural agricultural.

With the Smithsonian_, RD1 has trained museum curators in the arts, sciences, or history, along
v.ith horticultural supervisors, plant managers, guard force sergeants and lieutenants, print sho;
ed cabine' shop foremen, building maintenance suprvisors, accounting or payroll supervisors.-( cd senior executives - all in the same course,

b the USDA's " Peanut Buf ; Point Automation Project," RDI trainers had to anticipate and
dea! .with a wide range of ski levels, experience, and attitudes. Some were completely new t:
t e coniplicated business of peanut farming and marketing, while others belonged to families ths; ;

S

tad been in-the business for generations. _Some participants had no computer experience while
: cd> cts had worked with computers for years. Some were vitally interested in the success of the -
ganut businessi others were functionaries putting in their time until retirement.

As a result of the experiences of our consulting practice in-which te norm involves grer
~ diversity among participant groups, we have evolved the following principles and procedures:

.

- 1. - Course designers and instructors.must have to'tal familiarity with
the course material and be able to effectively link all content to :

specific objectives. Without complete comfort with course
material, an instructor is not cotfident enough to be flexible'and 1
spontaneous in responding;to the emerging 'needs of a diverseg
group.-

.
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2. Irwrxtors should sciicit early participation from all participants.
C\ rnt only perirms an " ice breaking * function, but also givesE

alon of the interests and. expectations of various
p dCipants. -

3. He diversity of the group should be used as a resource.
Puticipants' varied experiences, training, and viewpoints can
grea:!y enhance the course content. During the introductory
partion the instructor assesses the range of experiences brought by
irdindual participants. Having thereby established the group as a
re:c oir of expertise, the instructor makes adjus ments by on the-
s;ot niloring and by allowing ample time for discussion and cross-
fertilization of ideas.

4' Ir.structors should lay out pound rules which es'.ablish a norm of.

respect for the opinions of others, cooperation with the instructor
> a-d with each .other, and giving frequent feedback on whether ,

irformation is clear and relevant.

5. Irstextors should have well-developed group pro:ess skills. These
,

irclude sharpened- listening ability and perceptiveness about 1

participants' non verbal cues, which often signal their real
respases to training content or process.

6. - Coune design should' include illustrative examples carefully 4

Mee:ed for universal meaning. Additional examples should be
'd awn out of the experiences of the group. Instructors should -i

: challenge participants to produce examples as a way of making
course material directly relevant to their individual circumstances.

7 Course material should be presented through multiple media and
delivery techniques. This means that information is presented in -

. w-it:en materials, highlighted in instructor presentations, explored
tizough class discussion, illustrated on charts or other visual aids,
further clarified or elaborated in films or exercises, and then

,

sunmarized periodically (allowing time for further questioning and
exploration).

!. All course material and trainer's presentations should be carefully . l8

s:rcened to eliminate biases, cultural orientations, sexist language, i
a-d stereotypes. Screening should focus not only on removing
offensive material, but alz on ensuring that all material will be
readily comprehensible to every participant.

{:
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[ QUESTION 5
,

{'

Concerning Maintaining
Currency of Knowledge
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{ vc * Explain how instructor / designer will maintain currency of knowledge "

A. There are two elements to the requirement for maintaining
currency of knowledge while performing on the NRC Supervisory,
Managerial and Organizational Desclopment Programs contract.
The first pertains to currency of knowledge as professional
consultants and trainers, and in the subject matter of organizational
management. This we will maintain in the following ways:

1. Our practice at RDI-is tc act as resources and
trainers of each other. In _ this way _we regularly _
share knowledge of emerging trends, research
discoveries, and organizadotal situations which are

,

encountered during the coese of our consulting *

practices.

2. RDl's professional s'aff members maintain
membership and ins olvement in relevant
professional organizations. These include the

'

following:

a. Organizational Developrnent Network '

('

b.- American Society for Training and Development !
'

. c. Black Human Resource Network

d. . adership Washington

c. _American Society for Public Administration

f. American Management Association

g. National Management Association
a

h. American Institute of Certified Planners
,

i. - American Planning Association

j.; Demmg User's Group

k. American Society for Quality Control

g
_ _ _ . _. . - . .

. _ .
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3. Our staff resource ; library contains numerous ;p-
- journals and films, plus over Ove hundred volumes |

on subjects ranging from general management, to
communication, planning, ethics, case studies and
various related other subjects. RDI invests in
additions to it's resource library at an aserage rate
of Sve books per month.

4 RDI staff regularly undertake training and other ,

Iprofessional development activities for themselves.

B. The other element of maintaining currency of knowledge while
;erforming this contract involves knowledge of current agency
ioues, problems and programs, RDI will mentain this type of
currency through:

|

1. Regular contact with participants in our workshops,
-who are an excellent source of information about
on going agency affairs.

2, Regular monthly meetings between the NRC
Contract Officer (CO) and the RDI Prcject Manager

7 (PhD ' for the purpose : of evaluating current
activitics, planning, sharing and gathering
information. .

j, .I

3. Periodic briefings by the RDI PM to the entire
'

L

project cadre or to seket members, dep:nding upon
the type of information involved

v
4. .ystematic aroject documentation,- 'which will

|
include projeu requirements,' plans and time tables,- r

"

background and resource material. Examples of,

agency background material already available in"

RDl's staff resource library include NUREG/BR-~.

0086, Revision 2 on "The fDP Proxss;" NRC.-
_ Manmtl; Chapter 4151 on "Non SES Performance

_

'

Appraisal System;" or NUREG 1306 on 'NRC
g Safety Significance Assessment Team Report On-

' Allegations Related To the South Texas Project,
Units 1 and 2;" etc.

,
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S 5. Participa: ion, where possible, of RDI staff members
(- in NRC activities which provide both general

backgrcumd experience and specific knowledge
related to- courses. In the past, our staff have
enthusia.s&411y _ adopted this practice. Examples
have ircluded a field trip to a nuclear power plant
(Calven Qiffs), and attendance at a Pressure Water
Reactor course, in addition, we already have
multiple experiences training in each of the agency's
five regions as well as at virtually all sites within
ec Washington, D.C., headquarters area.

;
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QUESTION 6

Concerning Quality Control Procedur ;
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VI. "Please discuss your quality control procedures as specified in the RFP."
{

The information presented in this section specifically speaks to quality control. We have also,
in Enclosure 2, addressed program rnanagement more broadly. This is in response to
conversation at the August 21 "best-and-Gnal conference." he material in Enclosure 2 enhances
Section 4.0 of our original proposal.

| RDI will use a systematic set of review and control procedures for quality assurance:
.

Sicp One: Establish definitions of acceptable and measurable standards for
each item to be monitored under quality control procedures.

SicpT.w32: Determine the most advantageous points in the process to obtain
feedback on the above quality standards.

|

Sicpllurs: Act on those items falling below acceptable standards,

,In implemen;ing these three quality assurance steps, our specific approach will depend on the
particular de:iverable involved. The table on the following page shows this process:

i !.
|
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C RDI's QUALITY CONTROL PROCESS
Design and development of new Delivei; and revision of current training Organir.iceal developrnent services
trataing courses ccurses

EtryOne: Establish Standa.Id1 Eip_QDe: Establish Standards Elep_One Etablish Standards

a. Adherence to ISD approech, s. Appropriate preparation (review of a. State-ofahe art OD Principles (sx
irs:.uctor guide & participant notebook, list below table).

b. Adherer,ee to negotiated milestones ar angements for production and shipping i I

and course objectives, cf materials. rehearsals of new or b. Client :ccult.nt consensus as to i

problem course segments) boundaries and ground rules for

k[
interventon.

b. Course delivery mats stated course

,

eb,wtives c. Intenentien schedule.

Elep Two: Tak Jsnthek ' 1:rp Two: TalrJeedback Ekr.lwe Takelen! balkt e

a. Progress meetings between Project a. RDI PM and trainer meet to review PerMic prcgress meetings between
Manager and Designers. , perparation checklist and discuss fmal OD ccasdtamt and RDI PM, including

1 is.w es. review of caw documentation.
b. Monthly progress meetings with i

NRC CO to get agency feedback, b. Analyte participant evaluation forms,
phis d; rect observation by NRC CO aad

c. Evaluative feedback taken from R.31 PM.
i

g' participants in pilot testing. @
g a |

ERp.).L|'omsdgsed on Feedkack 52;p 3: Correcdn.ss! on Feedback Sten 3: Corrst Based on Fenlback ( i

= ;

a. If below standard process elements, s. If below standard preparation, give if below sta:x.tard execution of OD )
'

correct based on ISD principles. ' spxific instructions and recheck prior to intenentun. refocus based on appro- I

session priate OD principle, review
b. If below standard content elements, boundaries am! ground rules, and I '

correct based on t;egotiatal course b If below standard delivery, propose realign a tivities with schedule. ]I
objectives. , revisions and check by modifying prep-

' ration checklist for next bession. -

c. If below standard pilot feedback,
revise design accordingly.

% -

Core Organhational Develgc ent Principics

As indicated on the above table, organizational deve!opment services should be evaluated against
-

proven and accepted organizational development principles. These principles serve as a code of
discipline for organhational development practitioners, Therefore the apprnpriate top manager's
commitment to these princip'.es will be sought during the building of a consensus on boundaries
and ground rules for an OD in.ervention. Principles include: 1

4
1. The OD effo t aust be phnned_and pma.clive. This begins with

systematic diyrosis by the cor.sultant.

b ac

5
||
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2. -( The OD cffort should invohc the lojallyllem in which the need
for development or change exists.

3. The OD effort should be supporte<' from the top, which includes
a commitment to active participation by top unit managers.

4. The OD effort must be aimed at inc1 easing health in the system, as
opposed to simply responding to short-term problems.

5. The OD effort must rest on the application of acrentcibchaYiOIal
icicace knowledge,

e

e

,
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QUESTION 7

Concerning New Course
Design Assignments

a
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VII. "Please identify those individuals who will be responsible for designing new
cOtirSeS."

Exampicsafjksign Team _bAisnments

it is our understanding that NRC may order new courses to be develtped from the list in
solicitation # RS-PER-90-329. Exact assignments of new course designs wil] depend on which
new courses are ordered by the NRC Contract Of0cer. If, for instance _, the one-day course
entitled " Diagnosing Management of Power Plants" (see the Original Ercy;osal section 3.2.19)
is ordered, the design team would consist of M illian King _ad.fagy Marm (see additional
resume submission which is enclosure 1). If the " Middle Manager Meagement" course is
ordered (see OP section 3.2.20), the design team would be D_o.nalLSpranrd._C.as;y_Mann or
en!Mllan1Atar.jnticJ.1hllic if the " Managing Diversity" course is ordered the designers would
be Naren Gajkins_loncLgni anald._Spean. If the " Managing in a High Technology
Environment" course is ordered, Sepbm]Edan_and_CispylfanB would te assigned the design
responsibilities. Other design consultants are available such as Robert Madfox. Deborah Bloom,
Susan Weeks and Jawara Lumumba. As Project Manager, Nicholas Mann soc'd oversee all new
course design activities.

S_ta[[_ Availability For New Cpurse Dnign

Note the table in the QuesJon 2 section of this best and final document. The last column is
entitled " Average Non Billables ..." It shows forty-five and one half (45.5) days per month of
average non-billable (flexib:e use) time. This gives us the capability to acemmodate peak work
periods (when the staff's monthly billables are above the average) and sfl take on additional
assignments such as new course designs.

i

b
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ENCLOSURE ONE

Additional Staff Resume:
Casey 3 fann,11
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Resume~

CASEY MANN, II

PROFESS:CNAL SKILLS

o Tetal Quality Management Consultation and Training
o Supervisory Skills Training
o Meeting-Methodologies Including Automated Enhancement

Techniques

WORK EXPERIENCE

1S90 - present: Senior Associate, Eesolution Dynamics, Inc.

Working on establishment of a Total Qualityo
Management Institute. Also involved in.
various consultation projects with other

-staff consultants within the firm.

1937 - 1989 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office of
Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization,
Associate Director

i o Was responsible for departmental leadership
of activities designed to improve the

, competitiveness of small, minority, and
vomen-ovned businesses through their
equitable participation in the U.S.D.A.'s
procurement opportunities. Su;ervised staff
of up to eight. Achieved a level of $1.7
billion in participation by small, minority
and vomen-ovned businesses in contracts with
the U.S.D.A.

1981 - 1985 U.S. Department of H:using and Urban
Development, Office of Small and
Disadvantaged Business Utilization,
Special Assistant

o Was responsible for U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development's overall
operational compliance with Federal business
development program policy. Supervised staff
of 6. Established aggressive nation vide
advertising program targeted to minority and
community oriented print media; increased
accuracy of procurement goal and achievement
data; coordinated multi-agency task force
evaluation, approval and imple entation of

f

(. subcontracting plan.
_

l
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(page-two -Jresume cm)'
'

1976 .1981 Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation,.
. Planning Expert

,

Provided 1ong term support-to increasing theo 7
diversity of firms providing' architectural
and. engineering design and construction
management services in.the' redevelopment of

-Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C.

1969 - 1976 University of the District of Columbia,
Department of Community Planning and
Development,

.

Chairperson and Associate Professor

EDUCATION AND ADDITIONAL TRAINING

"o; 'New York University (Post Hasters Degree Studies)'

o' Howard University, HCP, 1972

'e o .Howard. University, B. Arch, 1967
4 ;

N- o Second Annual Federal Conference on Quality
' Improvement,-Office of Management and the Budget, 1989

1

o? - Senio'r-Executive Briefing: Total-Quality-
Management in the Federal Government, Federal
Quality Institute, 1988

o Application of Deming's Methods to' Service
Organizations, George Washington University, 1988

o Dr.)W. Edvards Deming's Methods for-Hanagement ofi.

Productivity and-Quality, George Washington,
University, 1988 ' |

'

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND CERTIFICATIONS-

o- American Institute >of Certified Planners )
- l

o. American Planning Association )
1

o Deming-User's Group-

o- American Society for Quality Control-
|

. !
a
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ENCLOSURE TWO

Proposal Section 4.0 (Revised)
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This material supersedes section 4.0 in RDl's original proposal, and is included in response to
(7. discussion at the August 21st "best.and-final" conference.

'

4.0 Program Management -

The RDI services under the Supervisory and Management Training and Organizational
Development Project will be managed in accordance with the principles and techniques of quality
improvement and control increasingly utilized by government and private industry throughout the
world. The primary focus will be on meeting the expectations of the client by providing services
deemed valuable by the client. To assure this focus, RDI will monitor key points in the service
delivery process not only to maintain present value but alto to continuously seek opportunities
to increase the value of our services to our client, NRC.

RDI it a small firm by design. The size permits top management to give each project
personal attention. The Project Manager (also President of the firm), Nicholas Mann, will be
the primary liaison with the NRC Project Officer and will be ultimately accountable for the
effective performance of all personnel utilized by the firm to deliver services on this project.

The logical framework mFrix on the following page in section 4.1 (next page) shows the
broad strategy that will guide RDI's project management. Our narrative discussion of this project
design introduces section 4.1.

4.1 RD1's project design for NRC Sur:rvisory, Managerial and Organizational
4 Development Programs.

OVERALL GOAL

NRC must have highly effective supervisors, managers and units in orde- to meet its
critical mission.

PURPOSE

The program will deliver state-of-the-art training and organizational development services
(specifically identified in 21 separate areas) to the staff and various units of the NRC.

PROJECT OUTPUTS

These are the necessary anc sufficient conditions that must be brought about in order to
meet the higher level purpose of the project.

1. Management and Administrative Outputs

A. RDI Staff work has been coordinated, and
individual and group performance has met or
exceeded clear and measurable standards needed inb! order for achievement of higher-level project goal.
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B.- All systems'and processes (such as communication- ' !p> ,'A with agency PO, RDI cadre team meetings, financial
<

and _ accounting processes, materials preparation and . |
delivery, etc.) have been managed and coordinated
and are smoothly operating,

:

C. Programmatic data (including course materials and
references, contract ~ performance measurement

-.information, records of important communications
with agency staff, and business and contracting' '

information) have all been maintained so that it is
readily available and retrievable.

II. Service and Product Outputs

A. Quality training and revision of current courses.

B. Quality organizational development services and
products.

C. Quality new course design and development.

INPUTS -

These are the things that we need (either to have -- or to do) in order to cause the outputs
. to happen. Inputs are broken into'three categories: money, personnel and activities by the
project staff. For discussion of money inputs, see cost proposal. Activities are depicted, in
sequence on the project schedule in section 4.2. Personnel (staff) resources are as follows: - 1

Pro _iect M gt. 4; _ Design and Redesign Trainers Organizationa1
Administration - - D e y e 1 o p m e n t- ]

- Consultants - '

- Full Time:- Nicholas Nicholas Mann, Plimary on at;least Lead- Consultants:
'

Mann - William King,- Karen .one course: Nicholas Sephena Jordan,
; & Betty Burke - iGaskins Jones, Mann,-William King, Nichol_as |Mann,

Donald _ Spears, Karen Gaskins Jones,. Donald. _ Spears &
Part Time: Frances Sephena ' Jordan, and _ Donald Spears, Casey Mann -

- Richmann & Mary Casey Mann _ Sephena Jordan -&
Stojiic Robert Maddox Baokups: _ Chuck

Phillips, Susan Clark
Backups: Marjorie & Marjorie Schiller
Schiller, Casey Mann,

' Susan Weeks, Jawara

Lum!!mba & Deborah
-

k,' Bloom

h

*.
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4.2 A sample one-year schedule for delivery of services to NRC

RDI has a proven ability to meet project schedules and to utilize personnel with the necessary -
expertise to complete projects such as the NRC Supervisory, Managerial and Organizational

- Development Program.

The GANTI' chart on the following page shows such a proposed schedule with' assignments for
the first contract-year. This chart indicates how we will achieve the desired results on a
reasonable schedule within the contract period of performance.

(:
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First Year Projected Schedule of Activities
, Re.otor . c, . tac. so, es U.S. Nwlear Reptawy C-

ACTIVTTIES TIM ES/Y R. ASSIGNED OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APit MAY JUN JL1, AUG SEP

Prgram Managenwar & Adaum. Oe goena NM/Bh!W K/ cec. | |
Prep /Cmd-s - $HR 3 NM | | | *

Prep /Condurs - Mst. Wishp. 3 BM I
Prepr=L-1 - Change 2 SJ 7
Prep /r-s-g - Confhc Pee. 2 DS
Prep /Comouct -lat $b!!s 2 WK ]
Prep / Conduct - Pre 5DP i KJ | |

'PropiCond= - Pert Mai. 2 sJ l i I
Prepra 2 - s-u op. Dr 2 Ds | | |
PreprMr* - Tune 1 KJ ]

~

Prep /Can&m1 - Strees 1 SJ }
Prep / rare - Mosungs 2 WK | |
Preprs=%-a - Seloca int t $1

Prep / Conduce - Apprasmat 2 NM | I

rvroaduca - Pt. cop. i KJ
_

i ,

Prep /Cos@ct/FoDow OD 2 SJ/NM/DS/CM |
Prep /Carduce - Coat for tamp. 3 KJ |
Prepre- - WL Tat Coordt. 2 DS &

Prep / Conduct - Inks- 2 WK
Raaras t-Doy Design Noe Ordered

'Two Day New Design mesame 2 To be esasped I | L |
Anstume 3-Day Demga Not Ordered

,

I
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4.3 Project Management Experience

The management and logistical features resulting from the size of this project are similar to our
work with the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) of the Department of
Agriculture. The content features are similar to many projects we have conducted for
organizations such as Smithsonian Institution, Howard University, Arlington County Virginia
Government, and the District of Columbia Government, as well as our many projects for the
NRC.

Regarding our ability to effectively manage a project of this nature and size, we were the training
sub-contractor for two years on a multi million dollar project funded by ASCS. In the first year
of this project we managed and coordinated the activities of a staff of eight trainers and four
support personnel. Four courses in a new automated technology were developed using ISD
principles.

A crucial management feature was the selection of staff with the requisite training credentials,
as well as with sensitivity to people issues such as resistance to new technology. This training
cadre was then trained to administer the new curricula.

In executing the training, we went to 19 different counties in six different states across the
country. A total of 48 workshops were conducted in the summer of 1987, with 950 participants.
In 1988 there were 39 workshops and a total of 650 participants.

The task involved establishing training sites, coordinating time schedules, and shipping written
training materials, compmers and peripherals to all training sites. The responsibility for this
coordination fell on our staff, principally on William King. Five of the eight staff used on this
project (King, Mann, spears, Jones and Weeks) are involved in the RDI cadre for the NRC
Supervisory, Managenal and Organizational Development Programs project.

Quoting from the sammary evaluation report for the first year (1987), the following captures the
level of quality resulting from RDI's management and execution of this project:

'Overall, the buying point and county trainees gave the workshops high marksfor
the quality of the trainers, the content of training, and the level ofpreparedness
of the trainees at the end of the imi:,ing ... positive contributions to training
objectives were:

&perienced professional trainers with excellent*

communication / teaching skills ...

The presentationformat oftraining curriculum with*

a _ mix of lectures, audio-visual aides, group
exercises and individually-based work ...

4
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' Emphasis on training attitudes as util as skills so* - -

. trainees uvuld deirlop afeeling of coilfidence and -
.

a positive attitude tonurd the project. "
.

. In summarizing the training session of the evaluation, the report said that our tralriers' skill:

' sus considered by trainees and govermnent/ industry
observers as a signipcant factor in the overall success of the
government-sponsored training. '

4.4 Assignment of Experienced Staff

.As previously stated, the content features requiring subject matter expertise are similar to many
projects that we have worked on for organizations such as Smithsonian Institution, Howard
University, Arlington County Virginia Government, and the District of Columbia Government,
as well as our many projects for the NRC.

The table'which follows summarizes the experiences of key staff which prepare them for their .;
assignments in the NRC Supervisory, Managerial and Organizational Development program.

.
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Experience Summary
'

N6me Deliverable Course Title or Experience
Number Service

N. Mann i SHR Designed course, instructed 8 years, NRC
f

13 Appraising Emp Designed and taught 3 years, NRC

R. Maddox 2 Management Instructed approx 5 years, NRC
Workshop

S. Jordan 3 Managing Approx 5 years exp, TVA - Exec Sem Ctr - DOE
Change

7 Performance Same as above
Management

10 Managing Stress Same as above

12 Selection Same as above
Interviewing

15 OD Approx 10 years exp, DOE & EPA

D. Spears 4 Conflict Res Apx 5 yrs exp, Smithsonian & NRC

8 Small Group AK Rice Trained,15 yrs exp, State Dept, Peace Corp, USAID
'

- Dynamics

17 Work Team Approx 1.5 yrs exp, NRC
Coordinator
Workshop

K. Jones -6 PreSOP Approx 5 yrs exp, Wash Int Ctt, Dept of State

9 Managing Mgt Approx 3 yrs exp, Boston Co.
Time

14 PlanCope Approx 3 yrs exp, NYNEX, NE Tel Co & Picatinny Arsenal

W. King 5 Interviewing Current course is RDI design
Skills

11 Conducting Mtg Same as above

18 Gath Info for Approx 1.5 yrs exp, NRC
Inspectors

.
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4.5 Structure of the organization,- areas of responsibility for general and project
.. ; management

RDI. has demonstrated the effectiveness of its organizational structure to accomplish the -
tasks involved with the NRC Supervisory, Managerial and Organizational Development
Programs project.-

I
RDI's president is-charged by the corporate board of directors to manage the business and j
programmatic affairs of the company. The chart on the next page represents the formal structure j
of the corporation. |

|

CONTACT FOR CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

M. Nicholas Mann
Resolution Dynamics, Inc.

.

|
1777 T Street NW I

Washington, D.C. 20009 i

(202) 483 7550

Contractor's Payment Address:

Resolution Dynamics, Inc.
1777 T Street NW

Washington, D.C. 20009

,
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:R0rganizationaLChart,?g'
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Board of Directors

|

J i

President

;

Executive V.P

- V.P. Finance Designated
OfficeProject Officer
Manager..

' .

%- V.P Business j-

Development
Program Consultants
Support Admin.

E Staff Support
L Staff

..

.I

| |
,

' .| -
'

!
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